
RAIN.

makes me think about 
beautiful things.

makes me think about 
cool things.

makes me think about 
chemistry.

enediyne antibiotics.

they kill tumor cells 
by unique mechanism.

but there are drawbacks.

complex structure, non-selectivity, 
uncontrolled reactivity...

scientists are working 24/7 
to solve these issues.

so am i.

but what if there is more 
to enediyne reactivity?

going through literature 
doesn’t help a lot.

scientists prepare 
enediyne derivatives and 

activate them thermically.

the conclusion: bergman 
cyclization occurs.

the thing is, almost nobody 
isolated the bergman product.

conclusions are made based 
on a single peak in dsc.

in rare cases when products are 
isolated, they don’t know what 
happens during the activation.

it’s worth investigating.

designing a molecule that 
could serve the purpose.

i need functional groups that 
are present in compounds 
described in the literature.

I also need 
biocompatibility. 

amino acids meet all 
those requirements.

i’ll use different 
amino acids to see the 
role of side-chains.

synthesis shouldn’t 
be  so complicated.

introduction of 
protection groups.

followed by n-alkylation.

problems with sonogashira coupling.

solved it after few attempts.

ended with satisfactory yields.

the removal of protection 
groups and I’m done.

now, the activation.

but how to monitor the reaction 
course during heating?

can it be done with ir 
spectroscopy?

luckily, i know a guy...

yes, it can. but it’s not trivial. 
extensive measurements, tons of 
spectral data. and time... lots and 

lots of time. moreover, I’ll 
probably need to monitor several 

molecular vibrations. 

you mean like some 
sort of distinctive 

signal?

exactly. for example, 
right here, at 2226 cm-1, 

are acetylenes. no 
signal, no acetylenes.

i see. and if you collect 
spectra at different 

temperatures...

...i’ll be able to see 
everything that happens 
with your compound at 

designated temperature.

“can birds fly?”

it was hard.

hard as hell.

and finally, one answer.

a ton of MS spectra.

even more nmr spectra.

powerful calculations.

two theories.

i feel empty now, though.

asimov was right.

“we derive satisfaction from 
figuring out the puzzle.”

“it’s about the quest, 
not the grail.”

the end.

yes, it should 
do the trick.

it’s called bergman cyclization.

it occurs upon activation.

taking into account temperatures 
used for the activation, there has 
to be something more to bergman 
cyclization mechanism. but what?

and the ability to easily 
change derivative properties.

cool! can you do that?
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